Bruno Baltzer & Leonora Bisagno

Bruno Baltzer (Nyons - FR, 1965) and Leonora Bisagno (Zürich - CH, 1977) constitute
an artist duo, since 2014, after a series of collaborations and two distinct personal
researches as photographers.
After studying organic chemistry at the University Institute of Technology d’Orsay,
Bruno Baltzer worked in fashion photography before starting an activity focused
on the image through collaborative and educational projects in collaboration with
institutions and artists in Luxembourg. He then began a personal photographic
work around landscapes and places of memory.
Leonora Bisagno, graduated in photography in Florence, started a research on the
image in a broad sense, in parallel to her studies at the University of Bologna. She
often worked on personal or collective narratives from found images and archives,
quickly developing a multidisciplinary practice.
They gave up their individual careers to follow their work together and have, since
then, opened to collaborations and collective practices.
In a prolific and multifaceted body of work, Baltzer and Bisagno analyze
representations of the political subject in the global era, as well as the contemporary
condition of the image. Through the strategic use of tools and protocols, they
explore societal issues through site-specific and participatory projects. They draw on
forms such as touristic photography, electoral posters, advertising neon, TV archive
and printed newspapers and interventions in urban space, to dissect the modes of
production of images and representations, playing with idioms and investigating
crucial territorial issues. Through a position of contingency, developed in response
to a specific context - a residence abroad, a nearby political event, a current
event - they instill a symbolic variation designed to thwart the dominant ways of
representation.
Through an original operative making-of, they inscribe in their works different
narratives by the use of specific processes such as inversion, mise en abyme and
trace.
Opening to relational dynamics, their gestures are revealed by “strata” expressing
the cultural, political, technical complexity of our societies.

No image is neutral and no interpretation of it can exclude the cultural and political
conditions in which it is inscribed. In the light of this clear tautology, the work of Baltzer
and Bisagno essentially assumes the quality of a pedagogical exercise, an instruction
manual for resisting mass spectacularisation, that of the masses and for the masses.
Pietro Gaglianò, Electives Affinities

The works that Leonora Bisagno and Bruno Baltzer have created together over
the past ve years reveal - in a critical as much as seismographic understanding
of the word - how fragile and fragmentary the society’s understanding of itself is
constructed on the level of semantics. By examining public images and texts, and
confronting them with a real world they intend to obscur or eschew, the artists
unearth their critical omissions, laying bare the crisis mode of a society in which
symbolic systems self-referentially perpetuate themselves yet hardly produce any
meaning anymore.
Bisagno’s and Baltzer’s works often start from current mediatised conicts such as
the Wikileaks (Can You Sleep at Night?, 2017) or LuxLeaks affairs (Les pieds dans le
plat, 2017), the Brexit debate (Remain | Leave, 2018) or European migration policy
(Welcome, 2018), political trivia such as Donald Trump’s signature (Disruption, 2017),
or historical events such as the French presidential election in 1981 (Téléchauve,
2017) or the 200th birthday of Karl Marx (Déformation, 2018). They often explore
public iconographies and discourses characterised by markedly offensive or
defensive attitudes. By removing fragments of texts or images from their hermetic
functional context and isolating them, reversing them or pairing them with
disrupting elements, they critically undermine their presumed meaning and expose
their underlying strategies of power and delusion.
In indoor and outdoor works, the two artists examine the concept of publicness
and its pictorial representation and utilisation. A case in point is notre-dame
(2015–2019), a photographic series for which they asked Chinese tourists visiting
the famous cathedral in Paris to pose holding their little daughter in their arms. By
means of a simple pictorial strategy or gesture – a reversal of the gaze and a human
embrace across generations and continents – they open up other possible (pictorial)
worlds. Four years later, the series was updated with a video in which their daughter
sings a nursery rhyme (‘Au feu, les pompiers’) that refers to the burning of the
cathedral and explores the question of guilt in a globalised capitalist system.
Bisagno’s and Baltzer’s work revolves around a reversal of existing conditions, a
departure from the self-absorption that characterises contemporary society. Besides
its subversive use of imagery, their approach also puts emphasis on time, on a both
human and planetary scale. When the two artists travelled to the marble quarry
in Carrara from which Mussolini ordered the greatest monolith of the twentieth
century to be cut out and set up as a monument to his own glory in Rome in
1928 (incidentally, the obelisk is still lit at night), they were aiming for a symbolic
disempowerment of the fascist monument as well as a socialization of the material.
To this avail, they ordered a marble column to be cut to scale from the same quarry,
which they laid out horizontally and sawed diagonally into ve elements on which
visitors were invited to take a seat individually (La panchina di Luis Simon, 2019; the
name in the title is an anagram of Mussolini).
For Les pieds dans le plat (2017; literally, “to put one’s foot in one’s mouth”), a
footprint of the LuxLeaks whistleblower Antoine Deltour was burned onto a Villeroy
& Boch ceramic plate in a special blue pigment named ‘Vieux Luxembourg’ (Old
Luxembourg). Colour also holds a strong symbolic meaning in Ma è di tutti! (2019),

which is based on the fact that Carrara is also the centre of Italian anarchism, and the
diagonally divided black and red ag is one of the historic cockades of the anarchosyndicalist movement. Here, it was painted onto the steel hydraulic cushions before
they were used to split the huge blocks of marble from the mountain. The traces of
reality on the symbolic object after its use visualise – as an artistic readymade – the
dominant and violent hierarchical relationship between prot and nature or man.
Whereas in Carrara, a landscape with all its ecosystems has been mined for
thousands of years, a new mountain is rising from the ground in Montreal next to
Mount Royal, the city’s namesake. It marks the spot where municipal dump trucks
have been unloading the snow collected from the city’s streets since the 1980s.
Bisagno and Baltzer hired a professional climber to scratch a 50-metre-large tattoolike inscription into the dirty mass, adding a conditional ‘si’ (if ) to Quebec’s motto ‘Je
me souviens’ (I remember). In other words, if I remembered, would my memories
reach beyond the region’s dominant colonial identity? The artists’ work disappeared
after one week as the top layer of snow melted.
It is through large and small gestures such as these that Bisagno and Baltzer subvert
and invert the images and commandments of everyday political surfaces. They
are critical artists. Criticism, according to (German) Wikipedia, is ‘a basic function of
reason’ and ‘as the art of judgment, one of the most important human faculties’. In
an age of extreme disorder, in which the fault lines of systemic interests, fears and
defensive attacks have shifted, critical art can visualise and reect on lost, forgotten
and new criteria for life on this planet. This implies working on the symbolic order of
society so that it may apply to reality again.
Angelika Stepken
Director of Villa Romana, Florence (IT)

Arabesque
2022

First price winner of the Administration of public buildings for the realization of a work of art for the
Lycée de l’Athénée Luxembourg (LU)
Installation in situ, Carrara marble

The work Arabesque is born from the desire to conceive the places where we live in a visual
continuity and meaning, harmoniously integrating the spaces and their crossings. The
Athenaeum as an institution dedicated to the global training of young people, where learning
combines a sense of rigor and fulfillment, suggests evolving forms, more specifically on the
privileged place of passage and access to different areas of the establishment and to the
outside.
Arabesque takes as its starting point the perfectly calibrated lines of the adjacent athletics track,
which, by an unexpected disruption, would overflow from their classical form, adopted as
early as ancient Greece, and free themselves on the passage to the south wing. The rectilinear
corridors, by an imaginary and surprising leap, would thus free themselves from their
delimitation and would become sinuous and creative tracings proposing unheard-of paths. By
the permanent inscription, but never boring, through varied perspectives, of circular or straight
lines, of geometrical or serpentine lines, it would be possible to follow a trajectory or to forsake
it to take another one, as, in the marvelous movement of the spirit, following the threads of the
thought. Without an outline, without a direction of travel, without a finish line, each person can
follow his or her own path, at his or her own pace, letting himself or herself be carried along as
if by the notes of a melody or the figures of an arabesque. Thus, the seven lines, like the seven
years of secondary education, are an image of a personal and collegial path.
Arabesque expresses then, by a playful and diverted gesture, the magic of the trace as
primary act of representation of oneself and the world. By mixing quasi-mathematical lines,
spontaneous forms such as scribbles released on an empty page, recalling the surrealist
poetics, or imaginary geoglyphs, the drawing reveals the line as a common language of
science and art.
Arabesque is offered as a kind of marquetry on the ground by the inlay of white marble in
chromatic prolongation of the lines of the track, reviving luminously the monochrome pointed
surface of its circular arborized areas. The installation respects the fundamental function of
passage of this place which connects the different zones of the Athenaeum and gives access
to the contiguous sites. The work allows a varied and modulated perception according to the
different points of observation: either a close-up view while strolling on the square or while
sitting on the benches, or an aerial perspective from the different floors of the Athenaeum, or
a heightened view from the terrace towards the North Wing Passage and finally a lateral view
from the balcony which is at the end of the wide area of the Athenaeum’s square.
Arabesque is based on the use of the precious calcium carbonate stone, marble, whose classical
monumental use is here diverted to the benefit of a light and prominent installation, giving life
through its spatial integration, through the interaction with the surrounding space, to an urban
scenography.

AU-DELÀ
2021

Intervention in situ, inscription, 11 x 45m on the site of the Vauban fortress of Briançon, UNESCO
world heritage, hemp Futura 75. Programming in the region of the FRAC Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, collective exhibition Le Voyageur, l’Obstacle, la Grace, Contemporary art centre of Briançon.
Curator: Akim Pasquet. With the support of the “Résidence à Domicile” grant from the Ministry of
Culture of Luxembourg
From 2 July to 17 October 2021

AU-DELÀ, is a site-specific intervention in the public space of the town of Briançon, in
the Hautes Alpes. It consists of an inscription of the word “au-delà” in capital letters
(11 x 45 m), on the glacis of the Cité Vauban, a Unesco World Heritage site, located at
the centre of the tourist circuits and at the entrance of the city coming from Italy. The
word “inscribed” offers a multiplicity of interpretations suggesting the geographical
situation of the mountains, the historical context of a border site, and especially
acting as a clear reminder of the fact of migration in the region. This intervention is an
ode to those for whom life is a daily practice of going beyond (beyond the desert, the
Mediterranean, the mountains, the borders...) and to the mountaineers whose spirit
of mutual aid is comparable only to that of the seafaring people for whom help is a
duty. The intervention could only be carried out after lengthy negotiations with the
Briançon town hall, not willing to display a work that could convey a “pro-migration”
message. As a result, the negotiation focused on the polysemic richness of the term,
thus evading the question of the asylum seekers’ passage, and on the contrary raising
the tourist interest of such an intervention. The word inscribed, scraped and picked
out, was sown with hemp seeds, a typical crop of the Briançonnais region and part
of the inventory of French intangible cultural heritage since 2015. Abandoned in the
middle of the 20th century because of the anti-drug laws, cheaper foreign production
and the appearance of synthetic fibres for rope and clothing, hemp cultivation
has now almost entirely disappeared. The inscription AU-DELÀ, in hemp, subtly
interrogates questions of borders and legality over time (what is legal in one place
and when - the indisputable Schengen privilege challenged during the pandemic)
and how the uneven application of these parameters affects our humanity. AU-DELÀ
has evolved over the months. Inscribed by the artists with the help of the citizens of
Briançon who took an active part in its making of, the work continued to live and to
deliver its enigmatic message in the former glacial valley. The hemp has grown. On
the Glacis, the place where the residents of the old town walk, people freely used the
plants. Then the first snows fell, letting surprisingly reappear AU-DELÀ, at the very time
when the border crossing through the mountains becomes extremely dangerous for
those who, without suitable equipment or orientation, take the passes between Italy
and France.

Cassiopea
2021

Collaborative project with Valentina Lapolla and Luca Sguanci, Greve in Chianti (IT)
Festa del vino, 11 September 2021

Cassiopea, is an action that took place in the village of Greve in Chianti in Italy. It was carried
out under the name of an extemporary collective and had as its objective the mobilization
of citizens against local monoculture and the use of pesticides affecting the health of
residents, in one of the most famous wine-producing areas in the world. Unreal, but
strongly connoted characters (among them an original Damocles under the yoke, not of a
sword, but of a huge poisoned courgette, a goddess of onions and an angry farmer) spoke
out against a diffuse discontent with poetic and political slogans sprayed on contaminated,
inedible vegetables. An interactive installation took also the form of a kind of intruder game
in which people could touch contaminated vegetables which, thanks to sensors, activated
a sound system: voices of dismay and anger except for one single vegetable, the intruder,
without pesticides, expressing joy. Motivated by the artistic action, citizens started an
awareness campaign and a petition.

Modello Briançon
2021

Presentation-conference with Akim Pasquet, Casa del Popolo del Galluzo in the
framework of the “Scuola Popolare” 2021 of the Villa Romana, Florence (IT)

Sur la pointe de l’iceberg
2021

Photographic series, pigment prints 90x120cm, laminated on dibond with flushmounted aluminium frame

Sur la pointe de l’iceberg is a photographic series carried out in the overexploited marble
quarries of Carrara. Over-photographed, over-retouched, the Apuan Alps are currently
subject of intense debates. The double-sided image of a “Potemkin” mountain (a woody
slope on the sea side and a demolished side towards the mountains), clearly shows the
tensions and conflicts of the area, in the form of a huge crater, seen from the sky. Strabo’s
“Lunae montes” are indeed different from the Apennine mountains because of their
singular geological history. They are rugged mountains, whose geomorphology made
of oblique and parallel lines, revealed by the millenary work of the quarries, is born of
the organic carbonate sediment of algae, shells, sea sponges and coral. But where once
the paths travelled by the resistance fighters linked the Alps and the Apennines, today
the paths plunge into the abyss and are forever erased from the geographical maps.
Marble, in the words of Marco Rovelli, is soft in the direction of the vein and hard in the
opposite direction. In its blinding whiteness, it seems to give access to a world on the
reverse side, which gradually explodes and becomes powder. Powder which becomes
the main material of extraction (90%) for food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical purposes and
in particular for toothpaste (E170). The “waste” business monopolizes the mountain. The
series records the idea of landscape on the reverse side, echoing the Italian magistracy’s
investigation “Black to the quarries” dealing with the system of under-invoicing linked to
the export of white marble and the laundering of black money.

œuvrer
2020

Verb, recipe, installation, 48 “home-made” cans of Italian tomato sauce made
during the summer of 2020, 4 black plastic crates

œuvrer is a simple gesture that evokes a time, this year 2020 marked by the pandemic.
Our approach during this period has been to react to the obvious fragility of our society,
by questioning the material world.
Through a “œuvrer “ which allows us to rediscover basic gestures, but which require
time, attention and love: sowing, planting, watering, harvesting, preparing the sauce to
preserve it, œuvrer proposes a reflection in relation to organic matter, to the living and
its positive transformation in the face of present challenges.
œuvrer is linked to our works that deal with questions of neo-liberalism, its roots and
effects (mass tourism, waste, overexploitation of resources, financial system), of our
society in relation to increasingly pressing issues that make us consider vital needs such
as food, human exchange, interactions between ecosystems.

Parallélépipède
2020

Sound recording, 08:17:00

Parallélépipède is a sound recording in Quebecois based on a text written by
the artists during the realization of the project SI JE ME SOUVIENS, about snirt (a
neologism made of snow + dirt), that is to say, dirty snow, which is collected in the
streets of Montreal, and accumulated in the former Francon quarry, today the snow
dump of the city. The audio work is a metaphor for Quebec’s repressed colonial
past, through the image of black ice ejected into this hollow, open-air garbage can
in the heart of Montreal’s urban landscape. Snow, as a natural element to which the
existence of the first peoples in Quebec is linked, is treated here as an image of the
conflicting but above all dominating relationship that man has with the vegetable,
mineral, animal and human nature that surrounds him.
Parallélépipède was partially translated and revised in Quebecois by Sylvain Lavoie,
professor of literature at Concordia University in Montreal and professor of history
and theory of theater at the University of Ottawa. Performed by Quebec artist
Pascale Theoret-Groulx.

Extract
Ch’t’un boute de glace.
Ch’tun parallélépipède d’eau g’lée.
J’fais à peu près 0 point 1 mètre cube.
J’mesure 45 centimètres par 75 centimètres par 30 centimètres.
J’viens d’une ville qui asteure s’appelle Montréal.
J’ai l’air sale. Ben oui, c’t’évident.
Pourtant, j’t’assure que je leul su pas.
Chu sale. Pourtant, j’me sens limpide.
(j’dirais même pure, si ce mot-là portait pas à confusion).
Aujourd’hui ch’t’en train d’fondre. J’fonds.
J’me sens fondre comme neige au soleil.
Pourtant, mon noyau est solide. Endurci, presque.
Mais j’fonds, quand même.
Chu d’la slotch.
J’vis dans c’t’ville-là qui s’appelle Montréal.
Chu née icitte. J’suis née pour un p’tit pain.
C’t’un hasard, peut-être.
En faitt, ma vie est simple.
J’nais sous forme de poudrerie.

SI JE ME SOUVIENS
2019

Site-specific intervention, engraved inscription, 5,5 x 50 m, snow dump, old
Francon quarry, Montreal (QC), Canada

SI JE ME SOUVIENS is a project started in autumn 2018 during our artist-in-residence at
Fonderie Darling in Montreal, for which we took the motto of Quebec (je me souviens) as
the starting point for an urban, human and imaginary exploration of the city. It concerns
an illegal intervention in the heart of the city of Montreal. An extraordinary geological
site, from which the grey stone for many of the city’s buildings was extracted, the ancient
Francon quarry has become, since the Eighties, one of the most important snow dumps.
The quarry is a 1,9 x 0,5 km vast cut in Montreal’s urbanscape, with a depth of 80 m which
splits up the Saint Michel neighbourhood. The site is nowadays at the centre of multiple
interests and numerous contestations concerning its future destination. The inscription,
carved into the dirty, bituminous ice cliff, diverts and questions the first-person memory
carried by the Quebec motto (“je me souviens”), bringing back, with a doubtful “if”, the
repressed colonial past of Quebec. This is manifested through the image of “a snow” that
has become black, disturbing the efficient functioning of the Western city. The black
snirt (a word which stands for dirty snow) collected in the streets of Montreal, expelled
to the bottom of a hole of Tio’tia:ke (Montreal in the Mohawk language - Montreal is still
nowadays a territory not ceded by treaty), hidden from view, becomes a metaphor for a
process of invisibilisation, domination and exclusion.
In recent years, the news in Canada have regularly revealed the horrors that took place
in residential schools, as well as the systemic violence that continues to affect First
Nations women and girls who are missing or murdered. Ephemeral and symbolic, SI JE
ME SOUVIENS solicits new perspectives about the understanding of urban space as an
unequal, discriminatory and racist system. Bringing to light the hidden and neglected
surface of the city, it is possible to investigate the visible and the invisible, the admissible
and the unacceptable and to trouble the dominant agreed-upon narratives The
handwritten intervention was carried out, without any authorisation, by the expert hand
of a Montreal mountain guide, motivated to discover the eternal snows of his city. The
inscription disappeared after about ten days. Outside the Saint-Michel district, the city’s
snow dump is almost unknown for Montreal citizens.

Ma è di tutti!
2019

Steel hydraulic cushions
red and black polyurethane paint
variable dimensions: 100 x 100 x 30 cm, 80 x 80 x 2 cm

Ma è di tutti ! is a work related to the marble extraction techniques in Carrara, evoking
“the manufacture of the monument” in a territory marked by socio-economic and
environmental issues. On the shores of the Mediterranean, the Apuan Alps are exploited
since antiquity. Carrara area is historically a stronghold of international anarchism and a
decisive territory of Italian resistance. The humanist and libertarian spirit found its diffusion
among the “cavatori” who saw their mountain, a common patrimony, being destroyed
for the enrichment of a few. If the mountain was previously dynamited, the technique of
“hydro-cushions” - inflated with water under high pressure - nowadays allows to detach
blocks, minimizing losses and making colossal profits. Diverting the usual production
process, the red and black anarcho-syndicalist symbol is painted on the cushion before
it does its “work” in the quarry. The imprint of the mountain on the cushion’s surface
permanently inscribes the tensions of this domination over nature while recalling the link
between the territory and its social history.

La panchina di Luis Simon
2019

Seats made with a unique marble block from the Carbonera quarry in Carrara
5 elements of approximately 60 x 40 x 40 cm, 1250 kg

La panchina di Luis Simon (Luis Simon’s bench) is a five-piece seat created from a barely
squared marble parallelepiped: an unexpected bench for people to use for moments of
relaxation and conviviality. The whole block is reminiscent, in terms of the site of extraction
(the Carbonera quarry in Carrara) and in terms of the size, of the block which was used to
build the “Mussolini monolith” in Rome (1928). Recalling the extraction of the largest stone
monolith in the 20th century and this critical moment of Italian history, La panchina di
Luis Simon diverts and questions the “monument making of” by freeing the stone from a
dominated concept of space. Emptied of its monumental essence, reduced, cut down and
eventually disseminated, the extracted parallelepiped metaphorically reject the coming of
all fascisms. The name of the “duce”, which was inscribed on the unitary block piece of the
obelisk, is here anagrammed as Luis Simon, a new imaginary figure for an antagonistic and
adversarial project, a libertarian and non-authoritarian spirit.

notre-dame
2015

Installation, pigment ink jet photo prints, variable dimensions
video 00:02:27

notre-dame cconcerns the rapid, physical and photographic movement of the
contemporary tourist. Diverting the classical photo in front of a monumental site,
here Notre-Dame de Paris, we decided to interrupt the flow of Chinese tourists by
proposing them to pose for a souvenir image with our daughter in their arms, in
front of the cathedral. The series reverts roles and gazes and reverses asymmetrical
relationships that often accompany tourist images, deploying a new way of
considering relationship through image-making.

notre-dame
2019

Vidéo
00:02:27

The video notre-dame 2019 integrates the photographic installation notre-dame 2015. Four
years later, the child on the images revisits the series with full knowledge of the current
destructive events such as the fire of Notre-Dame, the burning of entire territories all over
the world through the playful reworking of a famous French nursery rhyme “Au feu les
pompiers”.
Version revisitée de:
AU FEU LES POMPIERS
Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame qui brûle
Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le capitalisme

Au feu les pompiers, v’là l’Amazonie qui brûle
Au feu les pompiers, v’là l’Amazonie brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le capitalisme

Au feu, les pompiers, v’là la Sibérie qui brûle
Au feu, les pompiers, v’là la Sibérie brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le capitalisme

Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame qui brûle
Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le capitalisme

Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame qui brûle
Au feu, les pompiers, v’là Notre Dame brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlée, c’est le capitalisme

Au feu les pompiers, v’là le monde qui brûle
Au feu les pompiers, v’là notre maison brûlée
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlé, c’est le système
C’est pas moi, qui l’ai brûlé, c’est le capitalisme

Welcome
2018

Public submission, Ministry of Public Works, Foyer Lily Unden, Luxembourg
Digital photographic collages from the collections of the National Museum of Natural
History of Luxembourg
Light boxes 150 x 150 cm

The Welcome project is a work designed for the Lily Unden Foyer, the first reception
center for international protection applicants.
Welcome is about images with simple and soothing shapes.
Like a mandala, circle in Sanskrit and by extension center, unity, infinity, Welcome
invites to calm and relaxation by contemplation.
The photographic mandalas are created from plants, minerals and fossils from the
collection of the National Museum of Natural History of Luxembourg. The image
is created by multiplication, superposition, transparency, inversion, reduction and
rotation of plant parts, minerals, stones or traces, fossil footprints.
In this symmetrical and repetitive process is revealed a universal scientific and
cultural heritage, plant and mineral memory of peoples, metaphor of an inheritance
shared and transmitted by people. The mandala thus created, reveals other forms,
which by their interaction, generate at the same time new phytomorphic and
terrestrial structures.
A herbarium specimen is also a sign of the source and presence of a plant at a given
time and place, even if this is not yet the case today. As for a mineral, on a larger
geological scale.
The knowledge also of a distant world, but also carried close to home, is a poetic
and positive metaphor of openness and continuity despite the erasure of memory
and history. A glimmer of positivity to think beings and ecosystems in exchange and
reception.

t’es qui toi?
2018

monograph by Bruno Baltzer and Leonora Bisagno
FR/ENG, format: 392 pages, illustrated, 170 x 240
authors: Pietro Gaglianò, Kevin Muhlen, Alexandre Quoi, Gaia Tedone, Alessandro Gallicchio
layout: Designbureau, Luxembourg
Published: 2018 Gli Ori - editori contemporanei, ISBN 978-88-7336-706-2

This volume is the chronicle of a meeting between two artists, with their
respective imaginations, practices and tensions with respect to the conception
and production of art. Bruno Baltzer’s and Leonora Bisagno’s personal artistic
stories could easily be the subject of independent pieces. However, as a duo they
form a particularly exceptional collective. As a common law art couple, they forge a
space of convergence that investigates the form of things as well as the reasons for
this form. Examining their respective pasts and immersing oneself in their research
over the last few years, it is immediately clear that their mutual decision to become
fellow travellers has been dictated by profound affinities: both have an extraordinary
knowledge of the aesthetics of the image developed in the course of their individual
research and refined by a scrupulous study of different techniques and rigorous technical
expertise. The high and sophisticated nature of their familiarity with the culture of the
image translates, when producing art, into a critical discourse concerning the visible
animated by a constant attention to the political significance imbedded in things in an
age of global communications and virtual sociality.
Pietro Gaglianó, Elective Affinities

This publication was made possible with the generous support of: Bourse CNA Aide à la création et à la diffusion en photographie, édition 2016,
Centre national de l’audiovisuel (CNA) Luxembourg
This publication was also realized with the generous support of :
FOCUNA – Fond Culturel National Luxembourg
Fondation Indépendance Luxembourg
Centre d’art de la ville de Dudelange
Casino Luxembourg – Forum d’art contemporain

déformation
2018

BlackBox - Casino Luxembourg - Forum d’art contemporain 04.04-28.05.2018
Video installation 00:53:00 et livestream over the Simeonstifttplatz in Trier

déformation is a video piece specially devised for the BlackBox programme at Casino
Luxembourg – Forum d’art contemporain by Bruno Baltzer and Leonora Bisagno. This
experimental audiovisual work is a very open installation that incorporates live material,
interviews, and edited video material to generate a “dialogue” across several screens.
Current events often provide the catalyst for the two artists ’ works. For déformation,
they found the celebrations for the bicentenary of the birth of German philosopher
Karl Marx in Trier to be extremely interesting in light of today’s ongoing economic crisis.
Indeed, ideas coming from all sectors of society now seem to converge more than ever
on a profound questioning of the capitalist system, accompanied – though without a
direct or obvious link – by a rediscovery and reinvigoration of Marx’s philosophy. The
video piece is neither documentary nor fiction, but is rather a visual exploration of links
between specific moments in the celebrations at Trier (from preparation to presentation
and implementation) and other moments in the lives of individuals and groups locally
involved in the theory and practice of seeking alternatives to the capitalist system.
Using a webcam, déformation is articulated around a fixed point – Simeonstiftplatz in Trier
– showing the erection of a statue of Karl Marx that China donated to the city.

Remain | Leave
2018

Neon pairs, 8 x 45 cm and 8 x 36 cm, flashers

Through the distinctive combination of two antithetical terms, the quasi-existential
formula Remain | Leave evokes a plural view of what constitutes: departure and
rootedness. From a simple questioning, that could be quite personal, its meaning
becomes substantially political. These terms are in fact reversible, shifting their
meaning in a perilous way depending on who expresses them and who carries
them. The opposition, which marked the simplistic formula of the Brexit, is
symptomatic of the generalized malaise at the origin of nationalisms nowadays and
dramatically emblematic of the current situation concerning migrations as well as
the declining state of Western democracies.

La balle est ronde
2018

Performance, site-specific installation in Saint-Etienne, square football goal
post, 244 x 14 cm, horizontal support pole, adze, souvenir tray

La balle est ronde literally translates an Italian expression which means “the wheel
turns”. It deals with the legendary European final defeat by the Saint-Etienne football
team due to the square posts of the Glasgow stadium. The installation invites
visitors to exorcise history. It consists of a full-scale replica of a 1970s football post,
placed as a crossbar and plugged into a structure that allows it to rotate. Visitors to
the exhibition symbolically “rounded off the corners” of the crossbar with an “asse”
(French name for an adze), a cooper’s tool which corresponds also to the abbreviation
of the name of the Saint Etienne club.

Punctum
2017

Vectorial cutting, lightweight foam board, motor, pendular motion, power supply, 73 x 14 x 3 cm

Punctum, 2017 is the vector path, of an extracted and blown up detail of the World
Press photo 2017 winning image. The photograph, realized by Burhan Ozbilici,
shows the very moment after the killing of the Russian ambassador in Ankara during
an opening in an art gallery, the killer raising his arm next to the corpse of the victim.
The “punctum”, little point, little hole in French, reveals a semantic off-screen,
amplifying the evident murder’s intentionality, and switching to its further
acceptation of “throw of the dice”.
The strained tension between predetermination and fatality is inscribed in the
murderer’s gesture and delivered into a perpetual movement, setting the rhythm of
existence, mechanically and repetitively by its generalization and diffusion.

Disruption
2017

Installation, neon, ink jet over recycled vinyl 200x200cm
30 posters on wood, variable dimensions

Disruption arises from the dissemination of antithetical signs and of their spatialtime rapprochement. The installation opens with a “black” neon reproducing
Donald Trump’s signature, as the brutal and schizophrenic imprint of his newly
claimed enactments affixed on a glued vinyl poster showing a fleshly orifice, in
fact an open mouth. The image was extracted from the president’s investiture film
documentation, showing a singing mouth celebrating America, cut by an obscured
light.
Extracted fragments of protest signs images concerning recent America
manifestations are spread all over the space.

Can you sleep at night ?
2017

Installation
Downloadable facsimile of the “PwC Code of Conduct”, 145x100 cm, audio
with headphones

Can you sleep at night ? is the linking of two different, even opposing, textual
contexts.
The work combines a questionnaire called “code of conduct” that an auditing
firm makes available to its clients and that aims to dissuade employees
from acting outside the company’s criteria and Chelsea Manning’s powerful
writings in audio broadcast, which, without being real answers, elucidate the
uncomfortable, but strongly courageous, position of whistleblowers.
The sentences of Chelsea Manning, born Bradley Manning, a former military
analyst, touch on issues of gender and the broader society around us.
Chelsea Manning was released on May 17, 2017, during the exhibition.
The title of the work echoes the ultimate, inquisitive question.

Téléchauve
2017

Animation, document original de l’Institut national de l’audiovisuel français,
00:01:11, téléviseur hantarex-eq3-63cm
https://vimeo.com/216331980

Téléchauve reprend un moment télévisé de l’histoire politique française, les
élections présidentielles de 1981, avec François Mitterand et Valéry Giscard
d’Estaing candidats du second tour.
Au cours de l’émission, une nouvelle technologie télématique fut utilisée pour
révéler l’identité du président élu: un affichage animé, point par point, recréant
l’image de Mitterand du haut vers le bas, sur les notes de Kraftwerk.
Cette animation, inédite en France, se remarqua par une amplification du suspense
en raison de la lente découverte du crâne non chevelu du vainqueur, les deux
candidats étant chauves. Le petit gag, désormais fameux, laisse planer un doute sur
l’image de Giscard d’Estaing, image certainement fabriquée, au cas où, mais jamais
utilisée.
L’animation, par jeu de détournement et de questionnement des manipulations
médiatiques, récrée celle perdue. Re-imaginant à posteriori une autre version de
l’histoire, au moment même des élections françaises de 2017, Téléchauve, jouant
d’un facteur fictionnel, interroge, entre autres, la fragilité du document historique.

Les pieds dans le plat
2017

Villeroy & Boch Luxembourg plate of porcelain, 40 x 40 cm,
blue pigment «Vieux Luxembourg»,
Antoine Deltour’s footprints

The French expression « Mettre les pieds dans le plat » means an act without
discretion. Originally a Provençal locution, the expression figuratively indicated
the cloudy waters of muddy puddles, which were stirred by putting one’s feet in.
Today the phrase is commonly used to express an interference in somebody else’s
business.
Les pieds dans le plat is a plate manufactured Villeroy & Boch in which the footprints
of Antoine Deltour, whistleblower of the Luxleaks, are physically marked in the
originally Luxembourgish « Vieux Septfontaines » blue pigment.

Corps célestes
2015-2017

Installation
Corps célestes_01 - 02 : 90 x 90 cm, pigment print, float frame, tinted wood
Corps célestes_03 : 20 x 30 cm, lambda print, bulletproof laminated glass
Corps célestes_04 - 05 - 06 - 07 : printed on dibond, 118 x 78 cm, installed on mobile stands

Corps Célestes is a photographic series realized during the visit of French Republic’s

President François Hollande, in Luxembourg on March 6th, 2015.
The passage of the President has been captured by the use of a reflecting telescope,
a scientific instrument which allows the magnification in luminosity and size of a
remote object.
The disproportion effect due to the use of this optical instrument for the shooting
of a terrestrial event, states the hyper media phenomenon of our times. The chance
to follow the fast movement of an official press event with a static instrument,
inappropriate to register such proximity, actually reveals the tensions and the
worries which surround such event.
Corps Célestes_01 shows an hand grasping an unidentified object. Given the
international political context several interpretations lay open. Whether for a
photographer there is a clear reference to a self-timer, the primer of a bomb can also
be evoked, whereby the bodyguards’ security alert is concealed.
Corps célestes_02 shows a hand holding a suitcase, probably the so-called nuclear
briefcase, accompanying all presidential displacements, as evidenced by a parallel
video documentation of the event.
Corps Célestes installation, Corps Célestes _03_04_05_06_07, presents four
bodyguard portraits, printed on dibond and mounted on mobile audiovisual
supports. The movable images orbit in the president’s wake, whose image stands
wrapped in bulletproof laminated glass.

As always
2016

Outdoor installation, 20 ft container, blanc de Meudon, interior lightning,
red ideograms neon, timer

As always is a polysemous outdoor light installation in the city center of
Luxembourg, talking about language, but also market, reflecting actual interactions
and exchanges, the free movement of people and values, the scale shifting between
local and global matters.
The lit “kiosk” maintains the aimed effect in the urban skyline. Keeping at its primary
function of container, the neon light, a priori a basic ad, reveals the emergence of
a new site. Will it be a store, a takeaway shop? Of course not. In fact these signs,
already disorientating, translate the motto of Luxembourg “ We want to stay what
we are”. A short-circuit of meaning occurs where a language and a motto with no
relation get connected.
Historically, the national motto traces back to a phrase of the song played for the
first time at the celebrations for the first transnational railway line on October 4th
1859. The idea of free movement of people, of cultural openness, but also the
antagonistic ones of frontiers and barriers, in particular linguistic ones, are there. In
sum, a metaphor of the actual European situation, tense and polarized. That said, it’s
not a question of literal translation, but mostly of interpretation.

#Mao
2016

Series of 117 portraits, lambda print, diasec, flush wood frame, 202 x 155 cm, 78 x 60 cm

#Mao, is a photographic series carried out in Tiananmen square in 2015.
The Gate of Heavenly Peace appears in many souvenir images showing the imposing
portrait of Mao Zedong, whose original was painted in 1951 by Zhang Zhenshi.
The showcased Maos are the result of an extraction and algorithmic blow-up
process concerning personal visual recordings on Tiananmen Square.
Mao, not being the subject, but Chinese tourists photographing and selfphotographing themselves in front of the painting, the framed portrait appears on
every screen.
The tactile experience of screen-touching the Chairman, transposes the validation of
a never-ending icon, its re-appropriation and persistence at the crossroad of a turbo
capitalistic society meeting Chinese communism.
The hyperrealism of the painting becomes hyperreality of the pixel.

Profession: photographe
2016

Thermal prints, 15x10cm, wooden frames, 20x20cm
Coloured passe-partout

Profession: photographe is a series realized in Beijing and inspired by the opening scene of
Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1972 documentary film Chung Kuo.
Profession: photographe is a series of twelve Chines state photographers’ portraits whose
job is to take pictures of citizens who wish to visit Tian’anmen Square according to a
precise protocol. Since the 1970s, the profession of photographer in Tian’anmen has been
uninterrupted and unchanged (state-owned studios, the exact locations in the square, and
the established political criteria for a good image) with the exception of some inevitable
changes (among others, the switch to digital technology and the use of a small instant
printer). These photographers propose a snapshot for 10 - 20 yuan. We asked them to allow
us to photograph them with their cameras, thus shifting the focus of the stereotypical tourist
image, reversing roles and gazes. The series questions the profession itself, the standardized
production of images in tourist places and revealing the official state gaze on Tian’anmen
Square.

